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Abstract: At present world is lurching under the spread of new SARS-CoV-2 infection. The treatment
is still elusive despite the relentless effort by the scientists against various viral structures. Whereas the
3-Chymotrypsin-like proteases cleave polyproteins and structural proteins help in viral replication. At
the same time, non-structural proteins stimulate mRNA cap methylation to evade the immune response.
The present study aims to identify novel dual inhibitor compounds with potential hits simultaneously
against any of these three targets, including 3C-like proteases, N-protein, and NSP16 through virtual
screening, molecular docking approach, and molecular dynamics. Such dual inhibitors may provide the
necessary treatment to alleviate the current pandemic. We screened 265 FDA approved infectious
disease drugs against three types of Covid-19 targets, i.e., 3C-like proteinase (6w63), N-protein (6vyo),
and Non-structural protein 16 (6w4h) using a computer-assisted drug repurposing approach in this
study. The Schrodinger suite 2019 is employed for high throughput screening, molecular docking, and
binding free energy through the Glide module. We sorted 27 drugs, out of which the best common three
drugs were suggested based on their virtual statistics parameters. We found three drugs that belonged
to two main categories as dual inhibitors. The Plazomicin (Aminoglycoside) and Cefiderocol
(Cephalosporins) are an antibiotic group of drugs, and the Vanganciclovir is antiviral. The molecular
dynamics simulation studies over 30000ps for Plazomicin against NSP16 was conducted based on their
promising docking scores profile. The RMSD parameter remained stable at 2.5Å for ligands for
30000ps. Thus these three compounds can be validated as a SARS-CoV-2 therapy through clinical
trials.
Keywords: SARS-CoV-2; dual inhibitors; NSP-16; main protease; COVID-19.
Abbreviations: CoV: Coronavirus; MERS: Middle East Respiratory Syndrome; SARS: Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome; MD: Molecular Dynamics; COVID–19: Coronavirus Disease 2019; RNA:
Ribonucleic acid; PDB: Protein Data Bank; HTVS: High throughput virtual screening; FDA: Food
and Drug Administration; WHO: World Health Organization; NSP: Non-Structural Proteins; 3CP: 3’
Chymotrypsin-like protease.
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1. Introduction
The novel coronavirus (CoV) designated as SARS-CoV-2 has led to the latest global
outbreak [1-2]. It has the positive single-stranded RNA housed in a pleomorphic or spherical
shape having glycoproteins on the outer surface, which are club-shaped in appearance [3-4].
Initially, it has emerged from the zoonotic sources in Wuhan city of China, but it is responsible
for the human to human transmission now causing illness similar to ARDS (Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome) called COVID-19 [5-6]. This outbreak has affected the entire world, and
WHO has declared it a pandemic. Consequently, there are considerable efforts to understand
the pathogenesis, viral properties, and potential drugs to control this virus [7]. However, the
treatment still remains elusive and requires further study to develop new strategies and
treatments. It is imperative to understand the properties of the virus to decipher a new treatment.
SARS-CoV-2 shares 89.1% nucleotide similarity with earlier severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) [8]. It encodes twelve putative open reading frames, which
are responsible for the production of structural as well as non-structural proteins [9]. CoV-2
possess four structural proteins, i.e., trimeric spike (S glycoprotein) consists of S1 and S2
subunits which are responsible for attachment, fusion, and entry; M protein (matrix protein);
E protein (envelope protein); and N protein (nucleocapsid protein) for viral RNA synthesis
and its replication along with other proteases [10-11]. The N-protein is the least variable and
highly conserved structure among the structural proteins. It has three domains consisting of
NTD (N-terminal domain), CTD (C-Terminal domain), and a central serine/Arginine rich
linker domain. It’s binding with RNA genome forms ribonucleoprotein complexes, which are
necessary for virion core and RNA synthesis [12]. The overall amino acid folds are divided
just like palms and fingers in the hands, such as in 6vyo and 6m3m [13-14].
There are two types of proteases in The SARS-CoV-2, which are also highly conserved
structures. The Plpro (papain-like) and 3CLpro (3-Chymotrypsin-like proteases), which
belong to the cysteine protease family in contrast to HIV protease, which belongs to the aspartic
protease family [15-16]. The 3CLpro, cleaves the C-terminus at 11 sites of the polyproteins
under replication. They recognize [ILMVF]-Q-|-[SGACN] a specific core sequence and bind
with ADRP (AD-ribose-1″-phosphate) as well. Thus a drug based on its inhibitions may prove
a worthy search [17]. Moreover, as the outbreak has progressed, there is growing knowledge
of the conserved non-structural polyproteins of this virus, such as 2’O-methyl-transferase [18].
One of the non-structural proteins (NSP) is NSP16. This protein is responsible for the 2’O
methylation capping of mRNA (virus), which distinguishes between the agent and the host,
and it is one of the immunological virulence determinants [19]. There is a variety of other
highly conserved NSP (NSP13, NSP14, and NSP10/ASP16 complex) in the CoV, which caps
the RNA of the virus to prevent its recognition by the host immunological mechanism. The
role of the non-structural proteins like NSP10 is to stimulate NSP16 2'-O-methyltransferase
and NSP14 3'-5' exoribonuclease and activities for mRNAs cap methylation by forming
NSP10/NSP16 hetero-oligomeric complexes with the help of 2'-O-ribose methyltransferase
(NSP16) to evade the host immune system [20].
NSP10/NSP16 or RNA methyltransferase or MTase are critical proteins that participate
in SARS CoV-2 infection. Recent reports on the mapping of its atomic structure that nsp10 and
nsp16 claims that modify viral genetic material to appear like host cell RNA in humans [21].
Nsp10/nsp16 remains bounded together to make a functional protein and is indispensable for
viral replication [22]. The virus remains shielded by the immune cells of the host and gets
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enough time to multiply and get established. Additionally, SARS-CoV-2 RNAs have 50 ends
caps to impede its degradation with 50 exoribonucleases to ensure efficient translation and
escape recognition by the innate immune system of the host cell [23-24]; SARS-CoV-2 20-OMTase (20-O-methyltransferase) NSP16 protein is an RNA enzyme plays a role in cap
modification and do not have enzymatic activity. This NSP16 gets activated by NSP10, which
further interacts with NSP16 and show selective 20-O-MTase activity on RNA caps (N7methyl guanine). The methylation process works in an ordered sequence whereby RNA cap
N7-MTase, NSP14 (guanine-N7-methyltransferase) mediated N7-guanine methylation
followed by NSP16/NSP10-catalyzed RNA 20-O-methylation [25]. The NSP16 2’O-MTase
activity shows a significant role in the evasion of innate immunity, and the deficiency in 2’OMTase could increase IFN responses against the viral infection [26]. The cap structure is
required for nuclear export, translation, efficient splicing, and eukaryotic mRNA stability.
Utmost viruses use host translational machinery; however, there are certain exceptions like
picornaviruses and hepatitis C. To outwit the capping issue, these viruses use IRES (internal
ribosome entry site) for their mRNA translation. Eukaryotic viruses evolved various strategies
for mRNA capping, such as cap-dependent mechanisms [27].
However, it has been seen that NSP16 has a greater role in capping the CoV mRNA.
Either alone as NSP16 or in complex with NSP10, It is an S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)dependent nucleoside-2’O-methyltransferase that forms the cap-1 structure to prevent its
recognition from the host. The structural domains of amino acid sequences belonging to
NSP16/NSP10 in SARS-CoV-1, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 are highly conserved [28].
The researchers believe if a drug can be developed to inhibit NSP10/NSP16, the immune
system should be able to detect the virus and eradicate it faster. Therefore, the drugs or
treatment targeting NSP16 may prove effective. A smart way to find the solution is to repurpose
the already FDA approved drugs for development in SARS-CoV-2 infections [29]. This costeffective approach predicts new biological roles to already approved existing drugs advocating
control of existing diseases through quick alternative therapies. In the present study, we are
reporting candidates to hit the NSP16 and 3CLpro targets simultaneously so that there is no
viral replication and the immune system can successfully detect the virus eradicate it quickly.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Target selection& molecular library preparation.

The present study was designed with the objective of constructing dual inhibitors of
SARS-CoV-2. We selected two targets for our study, i.e., 3C-like proteases (3CP), NSP16
(Non-structural protein) with their PDB ID 6w63, and 6w4h, respectively. Both types of
selected protein crystal structures were having high resolution and were conservative in nature.
The three-dimensional structure of these proteins was obtained from PDB ( Protein Data Bank)
(https://www.rcsb.org/). The 2-dimensional structures of ligands were downloaded from open
chemistry databases PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Thus a total of 265 FDA
approved drugs of infectious disease were selected for this study. Fig. 1 depicts the
computational screening outflow of the study.
2.2. Proteins and ligand preparation.

For the preparation of downloaded protein structures from (PDB) Protein Data Bank
and RCSB were subjected to Schrodinger’s Protein Preparation Wizard. Processing involves
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the addition of the hydrogen atoms and removal of water molecules by creating het states at
EpikPh 7±2 along with the formation of disulfide bonds and metal atoms form bonds with zeroorder. The missing atoms were added using the Schrodinger Prime module, the bond orders
were conveyed, and the methionine was created from selenomethionine. N-terminal hydrogen
bonding network was optimized to renovation by the overlying hydrogens, and energy was
minimized by using the OPLS3e force field. Ligands preparation was done using the Ligprep
module of the Schrödinger suite with suitable parameters such as ring conformation, 2D to 3D
conversion, tautomers, optimization, ionization states (pH 7.0), and determination of
promoters; along with partial atomic charges by using OPLS3e force field.

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the work plan of the current study.

2.3. Active site prediction & receptor grid generation.

A suitable active site for the binding of ligand was recognized by the virtual screening
process. The native ligand-binding site of the receptor was selected for grid box generation.
The glide module in Maestro 12.0 Schrodinger suite was used for receptor grid generation by
the native ligand of the proteins. The size of the grid box was centroid of native ligands of the
protein receptors, and the docked ligands were similar in size to the native ligand. The atoms
of protein were fixed within the default parameters of the radii of Vander Waal’s scaling factor
of 1Å with partial charge cut-off of 0.25Å using OPLS3e force field. The dimensions of the
grid box were set up for outer and internal at x= 20Å, y= 20Å, z= 20Å and x= 10Å, y= 10Å,
z= 10Å, respectively with a grid space of 1Å.
2.4. Molecular docking.

Chemical compounds for performing High Throughput Virtual Screening (HTVS)
against a set of target proteins (PDB ID: 6w63) were retrieved from the PubChem database.
HTVS with flexible docking was performed on Schrodinger’s maestro 12.0 model using 265
prepared ligands against the receptor grid. After HTVS, 200 ligands were filtered out by using
Standard Precision (SP) using the ligand-docking process. Out of 200 ligands, 100 ligands were
found to have the best conformation with the highest docking score, which were further sorted
by Extra Precision (XP) with Flexible docking. These 100 ligands were docked with other
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target proteins (PDB ID: 6w4h). Finally, the best ranking top nine compounds were selected
using criteria of docking scores.
2.5. Calculation of binding free energies using the prime MM-GBSA approach.

The binding free energies of identified ligand molecules to its receptor complex were
analyzed by using the prime MM-GBSA (Molecular Mechanics Generalized Born Surface
Area) module of the Schrodinger suite along with the OPLS3e force field. The prime MMGBSA approach relied on the docking complex and is used to calculate the ΔG bind of each
ligand. MM-GBSA approach is used as a rescoring function to prioritize the lead inhibitors.
Values of binding free energies obtained from MM/GBSA calculations were considered along
with the docking score to optimize identified drug molecules.
2.6. Molecular dynamics simulations.

The MDS of the ligand and NSP16 protein interactions were done to analyze the
complex stability and correlation of structural aspects to the functional relevance. It reveals the
strength, pattern, dynamics, conformational changes, and intermolecular interactions of the
macromolecules. The MDS was done for 30000ps using the AMBER 18 software program.
The study determined the RMSD and binding free energies of the complex. The established
protocols were followed for the addition of sodium and chloride ions in the TIP3P rectangular
box for neutralization of the system. The edge of the box was kept at 10Å away from the atoms
of the protein. The binding pockets were simulated by the gaff force field. The system was
gradually heated to 300K temperature at NPT conditions, including 1 atm pressure. It was
through 50ps subsequent to the 50ps density equilibrium. The solvent minimization was
achieved by counterions, freezing the proteins, and removing the adverse contacts. The MD
trajectories for every 5ns and binding free energy calculations were done by inbuilt Amber
tools.
3. Results and Discussion
The drug repurposing has become a boon for mankind in recent years. It proved very
helpful in discovering the new inhibitory potentials of FDA approved drugs against a variety
of targets. We have done the re-profiling of existing drugs against multiple targets such as main
protease, N-protein, and one of the non-structural proteins (NSP16) of SARS-CoV-2 in this
piece of work. The possibility of finding treatment for highly conserved NSP16 protein
(6w4H), Main protease (6w63), and N-protein (6vyo) was explored in this study for their
therapeutic potential.
3.1. Protein structure reliability.

PROCHECK computational tools were used for determining quality, as well as the
reliability of the three-dimensional structures of the targeted proteins. From this,
Ramachandran plot was obtained, which helped in viewing the distribution of torsion angles in
a protein structure. The plot also displayed allowed and the disallowed regions with regards to
backbone dihedrals of protein residues. The above 90% score of most favored regions accounts
for the good quality of the model. The Ramachandran plot (Fig. 2.) of 6w63, 6w4h, and 6vyo
protein structures reflected that the residues falls within the most favored region in 99.7%,
100% and 100% cases respectively (Table 1). In the red region, steric interactions are lowest,
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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which indicates that the 3D structure is reliable. Steric interactions were minimum were due to
the presence of forbidden psi and phi angles, thus narrating the worth of stereochemical quality
of the three-dimensional protein structure.
Table 1. Ramachandran plot statistics showing favored regions in different targets.
Properties
The Most favored regions
Additional allowed regions
Generously allowed regions
Disallowed regions
The End residues (excluding Glycine
and Proline)
Proline
Glycine
Total number of residues

6w63
Residues
242
19
2
1
2
13
26
305

%
91.7
7.2
0.8
0.4

100

6w4h
Residues
324
36
3
0
32
16
4
415

%
89.3
9.9
0.8
0.0

100

6vyo
Residues
358
29
0
0
8
64
40
499

%
92.5
7.5
0.0
0.0

100

Figure 2. Ramachandran plots of different structures of novel SARS-CoV-2 virus proteins describe the stereochemically favored and disallowed regions of the residues.

3.2. Binding site prediction and grid generation.

Identification of residues at active site and location of the target structures help in
designing potent drug molecules via protein inhibition at its binding site. Active sites of various
protein structures were identified similar to native ligand molecules of the protein. The Site
map measures size, docking score & active side residues for docking study as presented in
Table 2. In virtual screening during docking, the ligand molecules interact with binding sites
of the protein.
Table 2. Active site residues, D-score, size, and site score of 6w63, 6w4h & 6vyo predicted by Schrodinger's
sitemap tools.
PDB ID

D-Score

Size

6w63

1.066

120

Site
Score
1.02

6w4h

0.899

113

1.03

6vyo

1.045

183

1.039

https://biointerfaceresearch.com/

Residues
Chain A: 24THR, 25THR, 26THR, 27LEU, 41HIE, 44CYS, 45THR,
46SER, 49MET, 52PRO, 54TYR, 140PHE, 141LEU, 142ASN, 143GLY,
144SER, 145CYS, 163HIE, 164HIE, 165MET, 166GLU, 167LEU,
168PRO, 172HIE, 187ASP, 188ARG, 189GLN, 190THR, 192GLN
Chain A: 6841ASN, 6844LYS, 6845TYR, 6867HIS, 6868PHE, 6869GLY,
6870ALA, 6871GLY, 6872SER, 6874LYS, 6947PHE, 6968LYS,
6878PRO, 6879GLY, 6880THR, 6896SER, 6897ASP, 6898LEU,
6899ASN, 6911GLY, 6912ASP, 6913CYS, 6928ASP, 6929MET,
6930TYR
Chain C- 50ALA; 51SER; 53PHE; 54THR; 55ALA; 56LEU; 57THR;
59HIP; 92ARG; 107ARG; 109TYR; 149ARG; 156ALA; 157ILE; 158VAL
Chain D- 53TRP; 73PRO; 74ILE; 75ASN; 76THR; 77ASN; 78SER;
82ASP; 145HIE; 146ILE; 147GLY; 148THR; 149ARG; 150ASN; 153ASN;
154ASN; 155ALA; 157ILE; 158VAL;159LEU; 160GLN
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3.3. Molecular docking and ligand optimization using hydrogen bond interactions and binding
free energies [MM-GBS].

The selection of most suitable drug compounds acquired from molecular docking &
virtual screening of the PubChem dataset was obtained by analyzing respective scoring
functions and values of their (MM/GBSA) binding free energies. Molecules with top-scores
from Table 3 were prioritized based on the docking scores. These molecules were further
ranked by rescoring the MM-GBSA function. This indicates a change in binding free energies
of the protein-receptor complex as well as confirms docking accuracy and binding affinities.
Table 3. Binding free energy, docking score, no of the hydrogen bond, and associated amino acids of best three
drugs against target proteins of SARS CoV-2 (PDB ID: 6w4h, 6w63, and 6vyo).
Pub
Che
m
ID

7151
5458

7784
3966

1354
1353
4

Ligan
d

Plazo
micin

Cefide
rocol

Valgan
ciclovi
r

Prime
MM-GBSA
6W4
6W6
H
3

47.35
6

49.51
7

45.59
0

Docking Score
6V
YO

46.07
5

13.09
9

69.39
2

-

6W4
H

11.25
6

48.0
5

-9.9

6W6
3

7.534

7.865

-

No. of HB
6V
YO

-

-

8.02

6W
4H

8

8

4

6W
63

5

6

H-bond Interactive Residues
6V
YO

6W4H

6W63

6VYO

-

ASA687
0
GLY687
9
TYR693
0
ASP691
2
GLY686
9
ASP692
8
ASP693
1
ASP689
7

PHE14
0
HIE164
GLU166 (3)

-

-

ASN699
6
ASP692
8
GLY686
9
ASP691
2

GLN18
9
THR19
0
GLY14
3
ARG18
8
THR25
ASN11
9

-

6

ASP692
8
TYR693
0
LYS696
8
CYS691
3

-

Chain–
C:
ALA55
Chain-D:
ASN75
ASN77
ASN154

3.4. Molecular docking and potential ligands characteristics of 6w63, 6w4h and 6vyo.

Out of 265 drugs, the best three drugs were sorted on the basis of their ligand binding
affinity (free energy values), docking scores, number of hydrogen bonds, and interactive
residues. We have found that these three-drug molecules have the best docking scores as well
as great interaction against all targets. Tables 3 shows the prime MM-GBSA free energies,
Docking scores, number of hydrogen bonds, and hydrogen bond interactive amino acid
residues of 6w4h, 6w63, and 6vyo, respectively. Each of the final drugs has shown interaction
with two proteins simultaneously, which explores the possibility of their use as dual inhibitors.
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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The Plazomicin and Cefiderocol have shown interactions together with 6w4h and
6w63. However, the Valganciclovir has shown interaction with 6w4h and 6vyo. The
computational parameters for Plazomicin and the two protein interactions are remarkable.
These protein-ligand complexes show docking scores of -13.10 and -7.53, binding free energies
(ΔGbind) of -47.35 kcal/mol and -46.07 kcal/mol, and hydrogen bond interactions of 8 and 5
for 6w4h and 6w63, respectively. The Cefederocol is the second compound that has relatively
similar virtual statistics as the previous antibiotics, and even interactions are with the same two
proteins. These complexes have docking scores of -11.26 and -7.87, binding free energies
(ΔGbind) of -49.52kcal/mol and -69.39kcal/mol, and hydrogen bond interactions of 8 and 6 for
6w4h and 6w63, respectively.
Additionally, we can appreciate the less negative values of docking and binding free
energy for Vanganciclovir in table 3 interacting with a separate set of proteins such as 6w4h
and 6vyo. Here the docking score of -9.90 and -8.02, ΔGbind of -45.59 and -48.05, number of
hydrogen bonds interactions of 4 and 6 are seen respectively. The comparison of docking scores
and MM-GBSA values of the best three drug molecules presented in Figs. 3, 4 (docking score)
in which it has been found that the drug showed the high docking as well as MM/GBSA values
common to all three proteins.

Figure 3. Docking score of best three ligands against 6w4h, 6w63, and 6vyo.

Figure 4. Binding free energy (MM-GBSA values) of best three ligands against 6w4h, 6w63, and 6vyo.

These three drugs depict reliable interaction with amino acid residues of NSP6, main
protease, and N-protein. The number of hydrogen bonds and residues acts as a driving force
for the precise binding of the ligand to its receptor. For all the three targets, chemical
interactions, as well as potential binding of a ligand to its receptor, are presented pictorially in
(Fig. 5, 6).
3.5. Molecular dynamics simulation.

The molecular dynamics studies were done for drug molecules showing notable
docking and binding free energy values. The simulation was carried out for a period of 30000ps
with equilibration for temperature and pressure for Plazomicin.
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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Figure 5. Binding mode and chemical interactions of lead molecules with residues at the active site of 6w4h are
depicted through Schrodinger software.

The RMSD (root mean square deviation), RMSF (root mean square fluctuation),
potential energy, and H-bonds were calculated for checking the stability of ligand-protein
complexes. The ligand-protein complex formed at the 10000ps time period and remains stable
until the 30000ps period. The RMSD of 0.3 nm for protein backbone during 20000ps to
30000ps shows the stability of the protein-ligand complex (Fig. 7).
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Figure 6. Binding mode and chemical interactions of lead molecules with residues at the active site of 6w63 and
6vyo are depicted through Schrodinger software.

The RMSF for residues of both the protein chains shows the residues remain stable
during the complex formation (Fig. 7). And the potential energy of the system is stable
throughout the simulation period (Fig. 8). The complex is supported by 2 hydrogen bonds (on
average) throughout the simulation period (Fig. 8). The simulation results provide support for
protein-ligand complex stability.
https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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Figure 7. Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MDS) results of ligand-protein complex for30ns. A: Root Mean
Square Deviation of ligand-protein complex; B & C: Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) of chain-A and B,
respectively.

3.6. Biological activity of the best drugs.

The final three drugs in our study belonged to two main categories. The Plazomicin
(Aminoglycoside) and Cefiderocol (Cephalosporins) are an antibiotic group of drugs (Table
4). The Vanganciclovir is presently used against Cytomegalovirus in HIV/AIDS patients.
These drugs have shown the potential to become the dual inhibitors against two targets of the
SARS-CoV-2 [30]. These ligands have shown a good docking score and acceptable binding
energy against all the three Covid-19 targets.

https://biointerfaceresearch.com/
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Figure 8. Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MDS) results of the ligand-protein complex for 30ns.

The use of these ligands may inhibit the 3C-like proteinase along with non-structural
protein 16 (NSP16) or 3C-like proteinase along with Nucleocapsid proteins (N protein), which
may be a doorway to form novel drugs against the deadly coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic
which is much needed to save human race on earth.
Table 4. Potential three FDA approved drugs and their biological activities.
Drug
71515458

Name of drug
Plazomicin

77843966

Cefiderocol

135413534

Valganciclovir

Indication
Complicated
Urinary
Tract
Infections (UTI)
[31]
Also used in UTI

Cytomegalovirus
(CMV) infection

Mechanism of Action
Bactericidal action by binding to the 30S ribosomal unit of
the bacteria. https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB12615.
Inhibit Cell Wall synthesis by binding to Penicillin’s
binding
proteins.
https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB14879.
Viral DNA synthesis inhibition by producing active
ganciclovir. https://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB01610

4. Conclusions
Computer-assisted functional and structural insights into FDA approved drug for
infectious diseases group in PubChem database showed good docking scores, bonding
affinities, and hits against all the three SARS-CoV-2 targets, i.e., 6w63, 6w4h, and 6vyo. The
Plazomicin, an aminoglycoside, and Cefiderocol, cephalosporins, are the antibiotic group of
drugs. These two antibacterial drugs (Cefiderocol and Plazomicin) show great dual inhibitor
potential against targets of Covid-19 (main protease and NSP16). And one antiviral drug
Vanganciclovir approved for CMV infection in HIV patients, has shown activity against (Main
Protease and N protein). We suggest these ligands can be novel drug prospects for COVID-19
as dual inhibitors. These ligands, individually or in combination, can be taken forward for the
development of new drugs against novel SARS-CoV-2.
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